Wearable X is a fashion technology company that brings together design and technology to enhance experiences. It launched in 2013. Billie Whitehouse is the CEO and one of the co-founders.

Q: In the scenario, we draw inspiration from Wearable X’s Alert Shirt. Can you tell us more about it?

A: The ‘Alert Shirt’ is a Fan Jersey that uses wearable technology to take the experience into the physical world, allowing fans to feel what the players feel live, as it happens during the game. It was the first iteration of our Fan Jersey experience, which lets fans, both in the stadium and at home, physically feel everything from heartbeat, acceleration, to chills down the spine, and celebrations with the player.

Q: On the Wearable X website, products like the Fan Jersey are described as the ‘Fourth Dimension of Fandom.’ What do you mean by that?

A: The fourth dimension of fandom is the fourth of dimension of entertainment, which refers to engaging four of the five senses. Specifically, we are bringing touch into the experience.

Q: In your mind, what will the experience of being a fan be like in ten years?

A: My version of the future is far more like Harry Potter than it is like Minority Report. Imagine all aspects of the fan experience being enchanted by technology, bringing the magic back to the game.

Q: What should individuals be thinking about today to help them get ready for how the experiences of watching sports (traditional or e-sports) will change?

A: The experience should be about them. The fans are the reason that the game exists. They should be prepared to be rewarded for being supportive fans.

Q: What should organizations in media and entertainment do today to make sure that they’re ready to meet customer expectations over the next decade?

A: They should design experiences for all five senses.
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